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Abstract

deep learning assumes a much deeper hierarchy of nonlinear neurons. These neurons, when properly trained,
are capable of extracting complex features from the data,
leading to better results.
Training deep neural networks is both computational
and I/O intensive. The parameters of a deep network,
which are a set of very large matrices and are collectively called the network’s model, can have many millions of
parameters. On a modern GPU, completing one classification run of one thousand image categories of the ImageNet [4] data set can take a dozen of days, refining the
model of 60 millions parameters 1 by repeatedly scanning more than a million images. Training larger model
on larger data sets will take substantially more time.
The context of this work is the Minerva system we
have built [15], a deep-learning training platform that
works on multi-core server, sever clusters as well as GPU
clusters. Minerva supports several strategies to speedup
the training, exploring distributed systems in different ways. In model parallelism, the model (and therefore
the matrices of the neural network) is partitioned among
different machines, and the training proceeds in parallel
with coordinated computation dictated by the dataflow
derived from the training algorithm. Due to intense communications between neurons, model parallelism has inherent scalability limitation.
A different strategy, called data parallelism, lets multiple model replicas explore the parameter space in parallel, each of them scanning a random subset of the data.
These model replicas need to be coordinated. The most
relaxed form stores one global model in a centralized parameter server. Each model replica periodically pulls
from and pushes updates to the global model. There is
no explicit coordination among the model replicas other
than implicit synchronization through the global model.
Since model refinement typically uses stochastic gradient descent (SGD), such strategy is called asynchronous

This paper addresses the problem of model synchronization in data-parallelism of deep-learning systems. In
such systems, workers on different machines continuously update their local copies of the model, and the updates
need to be merged so that the copies are roughly consistent to each other. In modern implementations using
GPUs, workers generate very high updates, posing significant scalability challenges.
We model this as a distributed state anti-entropy problem, and propose a fully asynchronous and decentralized parameter sharing protocol that allows machines
to reconcile model differences to their connected peers.
The protocol is provably correct to achieve eventual consistency, and recovers gracefully from common failures
without invasive maneuver. In addition, it is flexible in
that both different consistency requirements and topology connections can be dynamically reconfigured. We
show that such flexibility is important for better tradeoff between system performance and model convergence
rate. For example, under high update rates, the existing
master-slave architecture performs poorly against other
configurations with larger diameter.

1

Introduction

Deep learning has emerged as one of the most promising directions in the fields of machine learning [7, 1],
claiming ground-breaking results across the domains of
speech, vision and document understanding [11, 14, 6,
9, 10]. Unlike the more traditional “shallow” network,
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SGD (or simply ASGD).
The above description implies a straightforward implementation, using master-slave architecture, as advocated in DistBelief [2]. The slaves are the model replicas, whereas the master keeps the global model. Indeed, Minerva’s first prototype of ASGD takes exactly
the same approach. We soon find this architecture is inadequate when training is done using GPU. Minerva’s
GPU training is highly optimized; on ImageNet task it
needs to update 60M parameters in about one second. A
N-node GPU cluster essentially increases the update rate
to the master by N-fold. Lowering per-replica update
rate avoids saturating the master, but then each model is
allowed to stray by itself too far, which can hurt model
convergence. Another approach is to divide the model among different parameter servers, each owning the
update of parts of the model. This brings the problem
of how to update the global model coherently. Not enforcing the coherence brings further uncertainty. There
is also a limit of how many partitions can be made; as
a minimum, one layer of the neural network – typically
one matrix – should be kept as one update granularity.
These observations motivate us to revisit the problem
of parameter sharing and re-cast it as a distributed system
problem: there are local variables represent the model
that each worker reads and updates locally; and the goal
is to ensure each read stays as close as to the rapidly evolving “ground truth”(which is a sum of all in-transient
updates). Our solution adopts a distributed, peer-to-peer
configuration, with the only requirement that the topology is loop-free. As such, the master-slave configuration is one special case. Each entity (or model replica in our setting), gossips aggregated changes received
from neighbors asynchronously. It refreshes its version
of model based on these gossips and its own updates, and
at the same time computes what needs to be gossiped to
other connected peers.
One important property we leverage in our problem
setting is that updates are commutative and associative.
This allows aggregation to keep the constant volume.
Therefore, a high-diameter topology (e.g. a chain) has
longer end-to-end propagation delay but enjoys low network and per node update load, whereas a low-diameter
topology (e.g. master slave) is exactly the opposite. Our
results show that under high update rate, master-slave has
poor scalability, or otherwise suffer high staleness and
convergence speed. Our design allows picking up topology in a spectrum of choices, giving flexibility that was
absent in existing systems.
The protocol also provides multiple consistency levels, including strictly BSP where workers should synchronize at each iteration, SSP [8] where the iteration
gap between the fastest and slowest workers are less than
a given threshold value, the approximated SSP family,

and finally the eventual consistency with best-efforts.
Such flexibility enables its users to reason about and
choose the best strategy, making explicit and conscious
trade-offs between system performance and model convergence rate.
The protocol is provably correct, following the algorithmic structure of belief propagation [13]. It handles dynamic, on-demand re-configuration, and is faulttolerant. The protocol is prototyped and integrated in
Minerva, powering our GPU-based ASGD training. We
also encapsulate the protocol with a table-based interface, making it pluggable for other training systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will
first describe the necessary background of model synchronization in deep-learning systems (Section 2). Next we introduce our protocol for parameter sharing and
prove its correctness (Section 3). We cover implementation and present the evaluation on scalability and staleness in Section 4. Finally, we compare with some related
works (Section 5) and conclude in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries

The mathematical framework we assume is Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD), one of the most popular machine learning algorithms, especially for deep learning
tasks. In SGD, the goal is to minimize the error against
a loss function by incrementally performing model update θ = θ + δ ; δ is the change of the model according
to the computed gradient in a mini-batch (e.g. 128 images). The model θ is typically a set of large matrices.
The biggest model we have trained has over a hundred
millions of total parameters. Importantly, the update operator is both commutative and associative. Depending
on the type of neural network models and regularization
variations, the update can be sparse, i.e., in each update
only a small set of parameters are adjusted.
The Downpour SGD algorithm proposed in DistBelief [2] is a fully asynchronous version of SGD (a.k.a
ASGD). There, N model replicas are being trained in parallel. Without loss of generality, we assume each replica
has a number of workers attached to it. This two-level
hierarchy mirrors today’s hardware architecture. A typical setting is such that one server is a model replica, and
each GPU on the server is a worker of that replica. Each
worker works on a cached copy of a complete model,
but also pushes out updates periodically to the rest of the
replicas in the system.
We assume all workers start with a common model
Θ0 , which is a valid assumption for many of the deeplearning tasks. If we let x p denote all the changes that
workers local to p have made, then Θ p = Θ0 + x p is its
local model. This is the model that p will evolve independently in isolation. On the other hand, we can define
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the global oracle model,
Θ̃ = Θ0 +

∑

xp

Parameter Synchronization

In our system, there is one parameter server local to
one model replica. All the parameter servers (or nodes)
form a “cloud” and run the parameter sharing protocol.
The aggregated updates by workers local to node p, denoted as x p , needs to be propagated and aggregated in
system wide. At any given point of time, there is a global
oracle model Θ̃ = Θ0 + ∑ p∈P x p where P is the collection of all nodes and Θ0 is the initial value for all workers. The goal of the protocol is to let every node’s local
model, Θ p , converge to Θ̃ quickly and eventually. A conventional approach is to perform in-network aggregation,
deriving Θ̃ at the root of the tree, which is then propagated downwards. Generalizing that idea and eliminating
the single root bottleneck, we describe an alternative design that works for any loop-free topology.

(1)

p∈P

where P is the collection of all workers. Θ̃ is the model
if all updates are exchanged and applied instantaneously.
The difference between Θ̃ and Θ p is the staleness gap
of node p, and we denote it as gap p .
We say that the system is correct if gap p → 0 when
there is no updates (i.e. quiescent state). It is efficient if, given the same resource constraint, gap p is small.
We emphasize that when we speak of “convergence” in
the remaining of the paper, it means zero gap between
the models, not the convergence of neural network model under training.
A trivial extension that ensures zero divergence is to
insert a global barrier after each update. This is not
only expensive, but unscalable. A middle ground is
proposed by Synchronous Staleness Parallelism
proposal [8], each worker has an associated clock, incremented after each update. The forerunner will stall if the
slowest worker has not contributed up to S clocks. A different alternative that we explore in this paper, is to stall
the forerunner if the straggler’s local model misses S total updates. This bounded staleness is an approximation
to SSP, but has the advantage of being agnostic to the
number of workers, and thus is reconfiguration-friendly.
Ultimately, this is a multi-facet optimization problem:
workers should not stall (system performance) whereas
the staleness needs to be low (model performance).
In terms of fault-tolerance, our experience of running deep-learning experiments has proven the followings. First of all, intermittent availability is by far the
most frequent pattern we need to deal with. Research
prototypes are typically imperfect, system software and
libraries may need to be updated. On the other hand,
the training can take weeks. Thus, workers as well as
the parameter servers should be allowed to reboot and/or
be taken off-line at arbitrary time, without imposing a
coordinated schedule. What happens the least often is
complete state corruption or permanent machine failure.
While such failures are relatively rare, they can be disastrous if state (i.e. the model) cannot be recovered.
Another important feature is on-demand reconfiguration. Results of GPU ASGD experiments
elsewhere [12] suggest that limiting the amount of
parallelism at the beginning can be advantageous, since
error surface is rough and each replica may quickly
descent along vastly diverged directions which harms
performance once averaged. Therefore, the right strategy
is to add workers gradually. Ideally, such reconfiguration
should be done without invasive maneuver (i.e. shutting
down all the workers and then restart).

3.1

The Parameter Sharing Protocol

The intuition is simple. Since p already has x p , in order
to build its local model, all it needs is the aggregated sum
from the sub-trees formed by its neighbors. The slightly
tricky part is how to compute what p needs to propagate
out, through its neighbors to the rest of the system. As
it turned out, it can be calculated with a simple invariant
that also simultaneously guarantees convergence.
We use N (p) to denote the neighbors of node p.
Then, Θ p , the local version of the global model at node
p, is computed by
Θp = xp +

∑

φq→p

(2)

q∈N (p)

Intuitively, φq→p represents the contribution of the neighbor q and its sub-tree from p’s point of view. This state
is maintained by a pair-wise replication protocol, and has
the master copy at q and a mirror copy at p, denoted by
q
p
φq→p
and φq→p
respectively. At quiescent time they are
q
q
p
equal, i.e. φq→p
≡ φq→p
. If the master copy φq→p
advances, an underlying replication protocol between the
p
two will update the mirror copy φq→p
.
If Θ p is changed due to an update of x p or from its neighbors, then it re-computes its contributions to its
neighbors by
p
p
= Θ p − φq→p
(3)
φ p→q
, and then triggers replication protocol. What this equation says is simply that, what p wants to propagate to
its neighbor q, is p’s “belief” of the model (Θ p ), minus
the q’s contribution in this belief. In Section 3.2 we will
prove the correctness of the protocol.
Figure 1 shows a concrete example. At the very beginning, p1 , p2 and p4 receive local updates x1 = 6, x2 = −3
and x4 = 8, respectively. Their local model Θ p and contributions to neighbors φ p→q are thus updated and propagated. For illustrative purpose the example runs as if
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Figure 1: Illustration of the protocol using an example. (a) The topology of four nodes. (b) The convergence of the
system when local updates are received on p1 , p2 and p4 at t=0. The number in the cycle denotes the current value of
local model Θ p . The nodes colored in orange are applying updates to its Θ p , and the value currently being changed
are highlighted in red.

3.3

there is a global clock that guides the iteration, however
our protocol is entirely asynchronous.

3.2

The number of model replicas may NOT be a constant
during the entire training. As observed in [12], a cold
start with many model replicas may hurt training performance because of the averaging of many unstable gradient directions. On the other hand, later in training when
gradients become more consistent, averaging more model replicas would benefit training speed. This raises the
requirement to add nodes gradually and on-demand. Ideally, such reconfiguration should be done without suspending or even rebooting the running nodes.
Our protocol solves this problem by considering a
more general case. The protocol aims to dynamically
replace a subset of nodes with another set of nodes while
keeping the tree property, and yet guarantee that each node in the new configuration will eventually converge to
the same oracle model as before. During the reconfiguration, nodes that are not replaced can keep on running,
other than reconnecting the topology with the new nodes.
As such, adding one node is simply reduced to replacing
any set of k connected nodes with k + 1 nodes.
The key observation is that the oracle model is a sum
of all local updates (equation (1)). As a result, regardless of the number of nodes and the connectivity among
them, maintaining the invariance of the sum of all local
updates means that the system will eventually reach the
same oracle model. The information exchanged (φ value) among them could be reconciled automatically.
Therefore, suppose we are replacing a set of processes
S1 with another set S2 and still keeping the tree structure,
then the reconfiguration takes the following steps:

Correctness Proof

We prove the correctness with the following lemma. Together, we prove that x p is always included in any other
node once and once only:
Lemma 1. For every p, q in P, if p is reachable from
q, then eventually xq will be contained in the local model
of p.
Proof. If p is reachable from q, then there is a path of
nodes q, p1 , . . . , pn−1 , p. From equation (2) and equation (3), we have:
q
φq→p
=
1

r
φr→q
+xq −φ pp11→q =

∑
r∈N (q)

∑

r
φr→q
+xq

r∈N (q)/p1

By the property of underlying replication protocol, eventually we will have
p1
q
φq→p
= φq→p
=
1
1

∑

r
φr→q
+ xq

r∈N (q)/p1

which means updates unknown to p1 in q will be contained in Θ p1 . By applying such equation through the
path, we could prove the lemma.
The goal of our protocol is to eventually ensure the
followings:
Theorem 1 (eventual consistency). If all processes are
connected in a spanning tree, we will eventually have
∀p, q ∈ P, Θ p ≡ Θq ≡ Θ̃

Topology Reconfiguration

(4)

Proof. For process p, since every other processes are
reachable through the tree topology, by lemma 1 and equation (1), Θ̃ is eventually contained in the local model
Θ p . Moreover, the tree topology assures a unique path
between each pair of processes and it is easy to verify
every local update will be contained in Θ p only once.
Thus, we prove the theorem.

1. Calculate the sum of local updates xS1 .
2. Retire all nodes in S1 .
3. Plug-in nodes in S2 , and setup local updates such
that xS2 ≡ xS1 .
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Figure 2: Re-configure the topology by merging p1 and p4 into new node p5 at t=1 in figure 1. The convergence of
the new topology is also shown.

4. Calculate contributions for nodes in S2 using equation (3) and let protocol in Section 3.1 handle the
remaining.

entry of the vector, U[p] denotes the number of updates p
has applied on its local model Θ p , incremented by p. The
vector is automatically synchronized by the same protocol in section 3.1, except the synchronization is triggered
much sooner. The query of local model from workers
would be blocked, if the server detects the number of updates in Θ p is at least S steps ahead of the slowest one by
calculating U[p] − minq∈P U[q].
Note that our bounded-staleness protocol does not require a centralized master and is purely distributed. Our
bounded-staleness protocol is an approximation to the
SSP algorithm in [8] and tolerates the accidental leaving
of any workers. It is also simple to implement the strict
semantics of SSP by letting U[p] record the number of
updates contained in x p . Empirically, we find the two
methods have similar impact on the model performance.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of reconfiguring the
topology of Figure 1(a) at t=1, by merging p1 and p4
into new node p5 . The protocol first sums up the local
updates (x1 + x4 = 6 + 8 = 14), and set the new node’s
local update to be the same (x5 = 14). After refreshing
the contributions to its neighbors, the same protocol as
described in section 3.1 will take over and the system
converges to the same oracle model at the end. Note that
the above procedure influences only the sub-region to be
replaced. All nodes outside the region are functioning
normally without any suspension. The protocol restricts
the affected area to the minimum, thus reducing the reconfiguration overhead.

3.4

3.6

Fault tolerance

There are altogether three hyper-parameters in the protocol: the push/pull period nsync of a worker, the pair-wise
replication checking and triggering period T , and finally the connection topology. Smaller values of the first
two result in lower staleness, at the expense of higher
processing and network load. However, topology itself
plays an important role as well.
Without loss of generality, assume the topology is a
d-nary tree with fan-out degree d. The longest transmission delay is 2t logd N, where t is per-hop network delay.
The worst-case per-node processing time is Cd , where C
is the update throughput. The total processing time along
the longest path is therefore Cd × (2 logd N − 1). The upper bound of the total delay is the sum of the above two
factors. Therefore, given all the parameters, the optimal
configuration could be solved analytically.
The conventional in-network tree aggregation protocol, where updates are aggregated at the root and then
propagated downwards, has the same worst-case bounds. Our protocol converges faster because it is capable of
merging neighbors updates right away. It is also simpler,
since the protocol logic is identical for every node.

As analyzed before, safekeeping the sum of all local updates guarantees the system to converge to the same oracle model. Therefore, the fail-over protocol only needs
to concern about recovering the local updates x p of the
failed process p. Specific strategies depend on scenarios:
Temporary Outage: this is the most common case
and is the simplest to handle. We simply checkpoint x p
to local storage of p and reload upon restart.
Scheduled Failure: if there is a fresh alternate worker
q, we simply let it replace p and start with the x p . Otherwise, we merge x p with a neighbor q. This case is a
simple extension of the dynamic reconfiguration.
Permanent Failure: we checkpoint x p to its neighbors or a global storage, then deal with it the same way
we do for scheduled failure. Another option is to clone
x p from xq , assuming the training is at a point that every
model replica is in similar region.

3.5

Discussion

Bounding the Staleness

To achieve bounded-staleness as proposed in [8], we attach an additional vector U to be synchronized. The p’s
5

Chain and master-slave topologies represent two extreme cases of a spectrum. Chain has the lowest per-hop
processing load but the longest network propagation delay, whereas master-slave is the opposite. If processing
updates take zero time, then master-slave is the clear winner. In practice, we have found this to be false and some
in-between topologies (e.g. twin-master) works better.
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at a low level. When it comes to 10 machines, the staleness keeps surging, indicating that the master node is
saturated. The staleness starts to drop only after quiescence of workers (around 60 seconds from beginning).
We integrate the protocol in Minerva, a training platform for deep learning algorithm on CPUs, GPUs and
cluster. Figure 5 shows the training results on ImageNet
1K dataset using Krizhevky’s default settings [9] except
that learning rate is divided by the number of workers. Parameter servers are connected in a chain topology.
Each parameter server only serves its local worker, which
trains the model using one NVIDIA GTX Titan card and
pushes/pulls parameters every 25 mini-batches. Training using two workers achieves the same testing error in
nearly half the time.

Evaluation

We ran various experiments with a setup and workload characteristics close to typical usage of Minerva.
We deploy the protocol on up to ten machines, each with
three workers keep pushing parameter updates to the local server. The parameter size is 12MB and each worker pushes updates of the same size once per second. A
blocking pull request follows immediately after a worker
pushes its updates. We repeat the push/pull actions 60
times. The servers are connected in the three topologies:
master/slave, chain and a twin masters structure
in which two mutually connected masters divide and
manage all slaves. For flow control, we set the synchronizing period of all servers to one second. The experiments run on 10 4-core/8GB servers connected by 1Gb/s Ethernet, with Intel Xeon 3360 processor clocked at
2.83GHz and Linux 3.5.0.
We compare convergence time and staleness curve under different configurations. The convergence time is defined as the elapsed time for all servers to reach the final
synchronized states after quiescence of all workers. To
draw staleness curve, we periodically log the number of
updates applied to x p and local model Θ p . We calculate
staleness gap (Section 2) at each log time and report
the average staleness of all servers as a function of time
to form the curve. The logging period is one second.

4.1

5

Related Work

Supporting model synchronization in large-scale dataparallelism SGD typically assumes master-slave architecture, as done in DistBelief [2]. SSP [8] takes essentially the same architecture, its key contribution is the
proposal to bound divergence among models. SSP also
associates a cache to local workers, addressing (partially) the performance problem when workers pull a model
locally when the staleness bound is not violated.
In our design, the local cache is simply a fully functional parameter server. We thus transform the problem
into distributed state anti-entropy among the collection
of parameter servers. We can view the system as a globally replicated database, where each row corresponds to
the contribution made by workers local to one server, and
each individual model is an aggregation of the rows. Since we only require eventual consistency, it seems that
epidemic protocols [3] maybe appropriate. The problem
is that the volume of anti-entropy is proportional to the
number of parameter servers, and the system is inherently non-scalable. Another option we have considered is
in-network aggregation, commonly used in wireless sensor network [5]. There, the nodes form an aggregation
tree and we can retrieve the merged model from the root.
While the cost of aggregation is amortized, the root is
still a scalability bottleneck.
At the end, our solution has more in common with the
classic belief propagation [13] than the system constructs
mentioned above. The “belief” is the model itself and the
copies of the model converge at quiescent time. The important condition is that the topology is loop-free. While
this is more constrained than what an epidemic protocol
requires, there is ample flexibility that yields different and useful trade-offs. For example, as our preliminary
results have already shown, the master-slave architecture
is only one of the possible configuration, and only functions well when rate of updates is low. This raises the
question about the optimal configuration given a DNN

Results

The convergence time with respect to different topologies and workloads is depicted in Figure 3.
master/slave converges fast with up to 8 slaves, but
performs poorly when the load goes beyond that point.
This clearly indicates the drawback of master/slave
topology, when master is saturated and becomes a bottleneck. On the other hand, the chain network scales
well since the load is evenly distributed. It converges
relatively slower since updates from one end need to traverse the entire network to reach the other. Finally, twin
masters strikes a middle ground in between.
To investigate master/slave further, we plot the average of staleness in Figure.4 as a function of time. Note
that the staleness gap is positively correlated to the number of workers involved. Therefore, we normalize it for
comparison. The result shows that with 4 and 8 machines, master/slave successfully maintains staleness
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[8] Q. Ho, J. Cipar, H. Cui, S. Lee, J. K. Kim, P. B. Gibbons,
G. A. Gibson, G. Ganger, and E. Xing. More effective
distributed ml via a stale synchronous parallel parameter server. In Advances in Neural Information Processing
Systems, pages 1223–1231, 2013.

Conclusion

It is interesting that the problem of model synchronization can be restated as one of global state anti-entropy,
which is one of the classic problem that is well studied in
system community. Surprisingly, the algorithmic structure of our solution bears more similarity to belief propagation in Bayes network, which is a classic algorithm in
machine learning. We are actively integrating and testing
it under real deep-learning tasks.

[9] A. Krizhevsky, I. Sutskever, and G. Hinton. Imagenet
classification with deep convolutional neural networks. In
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 25,
pages 1106–1114, 2012.
[10] Q. V. Le, M. Ranzato, R. Monga, M. Devin, K. Chen,
G. S. Corrado, J. Dean, and A. Y. Ng. Building highlevel features using large scale unsupervised learning. In
ICML, 2012.
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